Building a Culture of Giving

About TUSEV
•

TUSEV was formed by Turkey’s 23 leading foundations and associations in 1993

•

The main objective is to strengthen the legal, fiscal and operational infrastructure
of the third (non-profit) sector in Turkey

More information is available at TUSEV Member Profiles, www.tusev.org.tr/member

Our Programs
• Civil Society Law Reform
• International Relations and Networking
• Research and Publications
• Social Investment

Legal and Tax Framework
•

Foundations: asset-based entities, established with a minimum of one person, with an endowment
(min 50.000 TRL endowment), with a purpose to advance the public good; operational rather than
grantmaking

•

Associations: member-based entities, established with at least 7 individuals/institutions, with a wide
variety of purposes (benefit the public good, support specific groups of individuals or advance certain
interests)

•

Corporate foundations and grant making foundations legally undefined

•

CSOs: exempt from corporate tax, but subject to all other taxes including Value Added Tax
(VAT)

•

CSOs: permitted to establish profit-making entities, but income subjected to corporate and
income tax

•

Tax exemption status (known as public benefit status) available upon approval of the Council of
Ministers

•

Donations made to associations and foundations with this status allowed a tax dedication up to 5% of
total turnover in a calendar year
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Social Entrepreneurship Project

Started in 2009 with support from the British Council

Research and awareness building on opportunities and challenges facing Social
Entrepreneurship

Networking, information sharing and legal support

Philanthropy Infrastructure Development in Turkey Project
Launched in December, 2011, co-founded by C.S. Mott Foundation and the Turkish
Philanthropy Funds
Encouraging organized philanthropy, developing giving culture for social good and
generating support for philanthropy mechanisms
Research on best practices in philanthropy
Awareness raising on grant making
Introducing giving tools and creating guidelines for strategic philanthropy

Advocacy for a better legal and fiscal environment

Philanthropy Infrastructure Development in Turkey Project

Target Groups
•
•
•
•

Foundations,
Companies,
Individuals & Families,
Local Communities.

Foundations
Current Situation
Fundraising and grantmaking foundation idea
remains underdeveloped – only 7 out of 4500
foundations give grants

TUSEV Strategy
-A guide to Foundation Grants
-Consultations on designing grant program strategy
-Peer to peer learning from grant giving foundations
-‘Emerging Leaders in Philanthropy Fellowship
Program’ to increase the knowledge of philanthropy in
the field

Companies
Current Situation:
- Rather than form foundations, companies are
more likely to provide in-kind support of services,
technical support or goods, or sponsor a specific
program or activity on a long-term basis.
- Corporate relationships with nonprofits very
slowly developing into more in-depth, mutually
beneficial partnerships.
- Emerging practices employee giving, corporate
volunteering and cause-related marketing
strategies.
TUSEV Strategy
-A guide to Corporate Giving
-Technical consultancy to review existing corporate giving
strategy
-Peer learning workshop to learn about effective practices
-Year’s Corporate Funders award

Individuals and Families
Current Situation
•

Turkey is 137th out of 146 countries in terms donations,
volunteerism and helping a stranger(Charities Aid Foundation’s World
Giving Index, 2012)

•
•
•

Monetary donations to CSOs: 10%
Volunteered for CSO activities:4%
Who helped a stranger: 31%

•

80% of individuals report making financial contributions, with an
average of 0.9% of yearly household income

•

87% prefer direct giving to individuals, as opposed to giving
through an charitable institution as an intermediary.

•
•

Philanthropic money to:
Education (key recipient)
Other: health, art and culture and youth-children

No donor
support for
right-based
programs!

Donors Talk about their Giving and Inspire Others

Donors take more risks and give more

Local Communities
Current Situation
Community philanthropy is limited to the practices of mutual aid
and solidarity, which are at the end lacking planning, structured
choice, engagement and potential to meet long term needs.
Community Foundation Model which was introduced at a conference by TUSEV in
2006 is an effective way of local groups pooling their resources to fund local
projects and contribute to the city they live in.

Community Foundation Model
Bolu Community Foundation
-

Founded in 2008 by establishing a capital of
1.200.000 TL
Grant giving foundation with a pool of local
donors
Supports capacity building, collaboration
between local NGOs, sustainability and
leadership
Assessment of Bolu Community Foundation

Feasibility study to identify six cities suitable for
establishing community foundations. TUSEV
aims to replicate the model in four pilot cities

Local CSOs
Giving Circle
Local CSOs will pitch their concepts to a public audience,
including donors. They will receive feedback from a panel
of judges, audience Q&A and a recognition award as
selected by attendees. TUSEV aims to conduct Giving
Circle events in different cities.

Opportunities and Future Directions
• Turkey, as one of the fastest growing economies of the world, use the
advantage of last decade’s private wealth accumulation in favor of
philanthropy development.
• More recognition of non-profits’ role in promoting public benefit by
public authorities.
• More cross-border donations to support social change in the
neighboring countries.
• In a time of increasing claims for freedom, individual rights and
economic empowerment and changing regional dynamics, more
donations for non-profit initiatives on democracy.

Opportunities and Future Directions
• More emphasis on supporting causes in more systematic ways and
measuring the social impact created by the social investment
• More need for NGOs to diversify their income sources and to
decrease dependency on EU funds
• Increased popularity of online platforms for crowdsourcing
• More engagement of ordinary citizens in supporting good causes
• A greater urge for companies to establish strategic and long term
partnerships with non-profits, going beyond usual sponsorship deals.

Challenges
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Tax legislation creating limitations on benefits for CSOs and individuals.
Community philanthropy exists but limited to practices of mutual aid and solidarity –
need more structure.
Limited funding as the main source of problems. (44.6%) CSOs reporting yearly
income below 10,000 TRL (less than 5,000 Euro) and competition among NGOs for
these funds.
Low level of participation and trust by donors and still prefering direct and single time
giving.
Limited space for civil society to fully engage in policy formulation; limited state-civil
society dialog.
Problems with organizational capacity; need for institutionalization.
Limited extent of cooperation and communication between NGOs.
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